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0. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the study of propagation and reflection of 
regularity for semilinear strictly hyperbolic systems in one space variable, 
that is, to problems of the form 
Ao(x,t)a,u+A,(x,t)a,.u=f(X, t,u), (x, t)E [W+ x Rf (0.1) 
where initial data are prescribed along an interval of the form 0 <x < 5 and 
possibly nonlinear boundary conditions are given at x = 0 (A,, A, are 
smooth complex (n x n) matrix-valued functions, U(X, t)~ UZ”). To be 
specific, we shall make smoothness assumptions on f as well as on the 
boundary data and address ourselves solely to the following question: 
Given the singularities of the initial data, what are the regularity 
properties of the solution? 
In the case of pure initial value problems this question has been answered 
in detail by Rauch and Reed in [S] for piecewise C”’ initial data and in [6] 
for H&, initial data (s > t). In this paper we extend the regularity results of 
[S] to mixed problems with piecewise CN initial data (N30); we show 
how piecewise W,” initial data (N 3 1, 1 < p < co), which may suffer jump 
discontinuities at finitely many points, can be treated; we derive conditions 
on the boundary data governing reflection or absorption of an incoming 
singularity; finally, we construct an explicit example of a (3 x 3) mixed 
problem whose solution exhibits “dense” singularities. 
We now reduce problem (0.1) to canonical form. Strict hyperbolicity 
means that det(A,) #O and that det(A, -AA,) has n distinct reai roots 
Al,..., A,. We make the additional hypothesis that all the eigenvalues 1, are 
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nonvanishing; let r (0 d r < n) be the number of positive eigenvalues. By a 
smooth change of dependent variables, system (0.1) can be diagonalized. 
The mixed problem, with boundary conditions given at x = 0, will be well 
posed if the number of independent boundary conditions equals the num- 
ber r of positive eigenvalues and if the boundary conditions may be solved 
explicitly for the boundary values of the rightward moving waves. Thus we 
are led to study solutions u = (ui ,..., u,) to the model problem 
xi”i=fi(x, t ,  U1,..., Un)~ i=l ,..., n in 52, 
ui(x, O) = gi(x), i = l,..., n on (O,O 
u;(O, t) = 46 u,, ,a f),..., %(O, f)) + bAtI, 
i = l,..., r on (0, T) 
(0.2a) 
(0.2b) 
(0.2c) 
where the Xi are vectorlields of the form Xi = 8, + A,(x, t) 8,Y with & > 0, 
i = I,..., r, and li<O, i=r+l,..., n, fi:i?,x@“+@, ai: [0, T]x@“~‘-+C, 
bi: [0, T] -+ C, and Q, is the region bounded by the t-axis, the x-axis, the 
line {t = T} and the slowest characteristic starting at the point (t, 0); see 
Fig. 1. We assume that the eigenvalues ,$ and the functions fi and a, are 
C”; the functions b, need not be C” but will be assumed to be sufficiently 
smooth, depending on the sort of regularity considered. This ensures that 
no singularities other than those arising from the initial data (and possibly 
the lack of compatability conditions of the initial and boundary data at 
(0,O)) are introduced into the solution. 
Let us specify what we mean by a solution u to the nonlinear system 
(0.2): We require that u is a member of L”(Q,) and satisfies the differential 
equation in the sense of 9’(Q.). This implies that the maps XH u(x, . ) and 
t H u( ., t) are locally weakly continuous (that is, after multiplying by 
smooth cut-off-functions) with values in L”(R) = L’(R)* endowed with the 
weak* topology. In this sense u takes on its initial and boundary values 
along the open intervals (0, 0 and (0, T). For every T > 0 there is at most 
one solution u E L”(Q,) with given initial and boundary data. Moreover, 
there always exists To>0 such that (0.2) has a solution in L”(f2,). 
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Let us now indicate what sort of regularity may be expected. Let N > 0 
be an integer and suppose there is a partition 0 = x0 < x1 < . . . < x, = 5 of 
the interval (0, 5) such that the initial data gi are in @;= 1 CN[x,- r, xI], 
i= l,..., n. Suppose the boundary data bi are in C”[O, TJ, i= l,..., Y. Any 
jump of gi at some xI will cause a singularity to be launched along possibly 
all forward characteristics starting at x1. Denote by E, the union of all 
characteristic curves emanating from x1 ,.,., x, and x0 = 0 lying in Q, plus 
their reflections at the boundary; that is, whenever a characteristic curve 
starting at some x, intersects the t-axis, add all rightward moving forward 
characteristics starting at the point of intersection (see Fig. 2 for a constant 
coefficient (3 x 3) example). E, divides 52, up into finitely many simply 
connected open sets QF,*, m = l,..., ,u~. Denote by 
the set of functions on 52, which are in Ck(G$,,) on every subregion !G?$,,. 
If system (0.2) is linear, the solution u will be a member of Cz(a.\E,). 
The situation is different when system (0.2) is nonlinear. The rules 
established by Rauch and Reed [S] for the semilinear Cauchy-problem will 
apply in the interior of JIJ r: Whenever two singularity bearing charac- 
teristics cross, the point of intersection may become a source of new 
singularities travelling on all forward characteristics from that point. These 
“anomalous” singularities are weaker than the ones that produced them, 
according to the following “sum law”: Let us say that a singularity along a 
characteristic curve r has order m 2 - 1 if the solution u is C”, but not 
C mfl across r (m = - 1 indicates that u jumps across I). The “sum law” 
(cf. Theorem 2 of Rauch and Reed [S]) roughly speaking says: If two 
characteristic curves rl, r2 intersect at a point Q and u is singular of order 
mi along the incoming parts of r,, i = 1, 2, and sufficiently regular on the 
other incoming characteristics, then the outgoing singularities produced at 
Q will be of order at least m, + m2 + 2. 
Concerning the behavior at the boundary it will be part of our results to 
prove that, given sufticiently regular boundary data, a reflected singularity 
cannot be stronger than the corresponding incoming singularity. 
FIGURE 2 
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From these considerations we infer the following: Along E,, the solution 
u will have singularities of order >, - 1. The anomalous singularities 
produced at the intersection points of E, will be of order > - 1 - 1 + 2 = 0, 
in view of the sum law. Thus we expect 
Let E, be the union of E, and the set of all forward characteristics plus 
reflections emanating from intersection points of E, (see Fig. 3). The 
solution u has singularities of order - 1 along E, and of order 0 along 
E, \ &. The anomalous singularities produced at points of intersection of 
E, with curves in E, \E, are thus of order 3 - 1 $0 + 2 = 1, and we expect 
In general, letting Ek+ , be the union of Ek and the set of all forward 
characteristics plus reflections emanating from intersection points of E,, we 
are led to expect 
UE fi Ck,W,\Ed 
k=O 
Letting E be the closure of Up= 0 E, we obtain as a corollary, given initial 
data gi in @y= i C”[x,- , , x,] and boundary data bi in P[O, T], that 
UE C;(Q.\E). (0.3) 
These general regularity results are the contents of Sections 1 through 3. In 
Section 1 we introduce the spaces measuring the regularity of the solution. 
In Section 2 ye establish the existence (and uniqueness) for small time T of 
a solution to (0.2) in nc=, Ck,(Q.\E,), if the initial data belong to 
0 r’= 1 CNCx,- I1 X/l, and in W~,(SZ,\E,)n n,“:d Ck,(Q,\E,), if the 
initial data are in @;= 1 W,“(x,- i, x,), where N 2 1, 1 < p < co, and 
W~,(Q.\E,) is defined similar to Cz(Q.\E,). The methods we use are 
similar to those of [S]; new results are the trace estimates on verticals 
FIGURE 3 
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(Lemma 2.6) and the treatment of piecewise WF initial data. Section 3 con- 
tains a global regularity result: For piecewise CN initial data the solution 
lies in n,N=, Ck,(Q,\E,) as long as it exists in Lm(RTO). 
In Section 4 we investigate reflection of singularities. Let N > - 1, pick a 
point (0, to) on the r-axis, and consider a solution to the boundary value 
problem (0.2a) and (0.2~) in a one-sided neighborhood U of (0, to). Let 
I- ?+, ,..., r, be the incoming characteristic curves (negative slope) and 
r,,..., r, the outgoing characteristic curves (positive slope) at (0, to). Sup- 
pose u belongs to CN+ ‘(U\ lJ;=, rj). On the one hand, we show that if u 
is CN across rr+ 1 ,..., r, then u is CN across rl,..., r,. On the other hand, if 
u is not CNf ’ across one or more of the incoming rays, we give a necessary 
and sufficient condition that u will not be CN+ ’ across any one of the out- 
going rays. Thus reflected singularities are never stronger than the incom- 
ing singularities, as one expects. If the condition is fulfilled, the reflected 
singularities inherit the order of the strongest incoming singularity. If the 
condition is violated, then u will be CN+ ’ across the outgoing ray under 
consideration. The question then is whether u is CN+’ (j3 2) across this 
outgoing ray or not. Here we have a complete answer for (2 x 2) systems 
only. 
Section 5 is devoted to the (typically nonlinear) phenomenon of dense 
singularities: If there is a point P, not lying on the boundary of Q,, which 
is a limit point of intersection points of UrEO E,, then the closure E of 
U,“=O Ek will have nonvoid interior, as was shown by Rauch and Reed in 
[6]. By (0.3), the singular support of a solution to (0.2) with piecewise C” 
initial data is contained in E. If the singular support equals E, then the 
solution will have “dense” singularities. So far it has only been shown [6] 
that for pure initial value problems this happens generically with (4 x 4) 
systems. Also, in the case of pure initial value problems no limit points of 
intersection points arise with (3 x 3) systems. However, for mixed 
problems, such limit points arise with (3 x 3) systems. In Section 5 we give 
an explicit example of a (3 x 3) system of the form (0.2) with 1”; constant 
such that (a) the singular support of the initial data consists of a single 
point plus the origin and (b) the singular support of the solution has non- 
void interior. In this section we use the reflection results of Section 4 as well 
as the regularity results of Rauch and Reed [S] or slight extensions of 
them in the interior of Q,. For the convenience of the reader, we have 
collected the latter results in the Appendix. 
A couple of remarks about the scope of our results in the CN-category in 
Sections l-3 are in order. What we obtain is a lower bound for the 
regularity of the solution. Actually, the solution may be more regular for 
several reasons: (a) Singularities may be weakened upon reflection; this 
phenomenon is controlled by the conditions given in Section 4. (b) 
According to our results, the singularities along E,, ,\ E, are at least of 
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order Z, for they may come from the interaction of a singularity of order 
I- 1 and a singularity of order - 1. But they could also arise from the 
interaction of a singularity of order I- 1 and a singularity of order k, 
0 d k < I- 1; thus the solution may be more regular along some arcs in 
EI+ ,\E,. However, our results yield sufficient regularity off E,, , so that 
the sum law of Rauch and Reed [S] may be applied to recover the best 
lower bound for the regularity of u along each arc in E,, 1\ E,. (c) The 
singularities emanating from (0,O) may not be present if certain com- 
patability conditions between the initial and boundary data are satisfied 
(see, e.g., Rauch and Massey [3]). These compatability conditions could 
be easily incorporated into a local CN-existence result (as indicated in [2]) 
which shows that the solution is regular in a small neighborhood JV of 
(0,O). The sum law then allows one to transport this regularity along 
characteristics into D T\ JV. (d) Whether anomalous singularities actually 
are created at intersection points will depend on the special form of the 
functions f; as well as the solution U. Sufficient conditions ensuring the 
existence of anomalous singularities have been given by Rauch and Reed in 
[ISI. 
Two technical details need some explanation. First, we use 
f-X’=, C:(Q.\E,) as underlying space rather than the simpler space 
Cz(SZ,\E,). The reason for this is that the integral operators associated 
with system (0.2) do not map Cz(O.\E,) into itself, as can be seen by 
adapting the example in [4, Sect. 51, but they do map r)kNzO Ck,(Q,\E,) 
into itself (see Lemma 2.4). Rauch and Reed have used a space similar to 
Cz(Q.\E) in C51, and then need extra arguments in [6] to obtain the 
refined structure. Second, restricting ourselves to W,” spaces with p > 1 was 
necessary because for p = 1 our Lemma 2.6 would not yield the desired 
smallness of the boundary values for small T. 
Finally, a word on notation: Let p: U-+ V be a diffeomorphism of the 
open sets U, Vc I@. For f~ L&,(U) we set pf:= fop-’ E L,&( I’). For 
f~~‘(V),pf~~‘(V)isdefinedby(pf,cp)=(f,/detplp-’cp),cp~~(V). 
If X is a smooth vectorfield on U, the vectorfield p,X on V is defined by 
P(W)= hJW) for ~E:WU). 
1. REGULARITY PROPERTIES 
The purpose of this section is to introduce the spaces G,N(Q,; EN) which 
describe the regularity of the solution to (0.2). As usual, if 52 is an open 
subset of rWd, 1 <p < co, NE N,, then W:(Q) denotes the Sobolev space of 
functions whose distributional partial derivatives up to order N belong to 
LJyf-2). 
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Let O=x,<x,< ... <x, = 5 be a partition of the interval (0, t;). For 
integer N>l, l<p<co, @h=, H$‘(x,,_~,x,) is normed by 
and 
6 CN[x,- I, x,] is dense in & W,“(x,_ , , x,). 
m=l m=l 
(1.1) 
Thus, if the initial data for the system (0.2) are in @;= 1 W,“(x,_ 1, x,,J, 
they may be approximated in the norm II .(IN,p,* by piecewise CN-functions. 
The corresponding solution should inherit this regularity property on the 
appropriate regions, which are determined by the refined structure of the 
singular support as indicated in the Introduction. Let thus QT and E,, 
I > 0, be as defined in the Introduction. E, divides 0, up into finitely many 
simply connected open regions Szb,,, m = l,..., p,. Denote by Ck,(Q,\E,) 
the set of @-valued functions on Sz, which are k-times continuously dif- 
ferentiable on BT\Ek so that all the first k partial derivatives have con- 
tinuous extensions from each of the subregions Q$,,m to their boundaries, 
that is, 
Ck,(Q,\E,) = 6 Ck(&J. 
m=l 
Note that while u is Ck off Ek for 0 <k 6 N, its norm is defined in terms of 
the subregions cut out by EN. The reason for the positive constant E will 
become clear in the proof of Lemma 2.5; changing E results in an equivalent 
norm. The space ntzO C”,(Q.\ Ek) is complete in the norm 11. IIN,m,*. For 
l<p<co wedeline 
1 , 
that is, we let G,N(O,; EN) be the completion of fit=, Ck,(Q,\E,) in the 
norm 11 ’ 11 N,p,*. 
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In analogy to Ck,(Q.\E,) we shall also write 
W;,,(Q.\E,) := 6 W;(Q$,,) 
m=l 
If we equip W:,(Q,\E,)nn,N:,’ Ck,(Q,\E,) with the norm /I.IIN+,*, 
then G,N(Q,; EN) is nothing else but the closure of n,“=, C”,(Q,\ Ek) in 
this space. The two basic properties of the Gr-spaces are the following: 
,f), C$(SZ.\E,) is dense in G,N(Q,; E,); 
N-1 
(1.2) 
G,NW-; EN) c W~,(Q,\E,)n n Ci(QT\Ek). 
k=O 
(1.3) 
One dimensional versions of the G: spaces will be needed when we 
restrict the solution to horizontal or vertical lines in Q,. Let I be a 
horizontal or vertical line segment in 52,. E, divides Z into finitely many 
disjoint intervals Zf,. Let Ck,(Z\E,):= @mCk(Zk). For N>l, we may 
define a one dimensional I(. 11 N,p,* -norm on n;=oCk,(Z\E,). The space 
G,N(I; EN) is then the completion of flfcO Ck,(Z\E,). 
We are now going to prove that the spaces G,” are invariant under 
smooth maps and, in particular, algebras. We will use a version of the 
chain rule, which may be proven by the methods of [ 11: 
Remark 1.1. If J @“= R*” -+ Cc is C” and u(x, t)= (ui(x, t) ,..., 
t&(x, t)): w  + c m is in L,;JR2) such that its distributional derivative 8,~ 
is in L/,,(R2), then a.&-(u)) E Z$,,(R2) and 
almost everywhere on R2; here uj = uj + J-1 w,, j= l,..., m. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let N 3 1 be an integer, 1 < p < co. Suppose 
f:@“--~@ is C” and u=(u,,..., u,)~[GpN(n~; EN)lm. Then f(u)~ 
G,N(Q,; EN), and the following inequality holds: 
Ilf(")-f(Y)IIN,p,*~(P(IIUIIN,p,*, llUllN,p,*) IIU--U/IN,p,* (1.4) 
where cp is a continuous function and u, v E [G,“(a,; EN)]‘“. In particular, 
G,N(Q,; EN) is a Banach algebra. 
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Proof: G,N(Q.; EN) is the closure of l-j,“=, Ck,(Q,\E,) in the space 
Y := W:,(Q.\E,)n r)r:d Ck,(a.\E,), equipped with the norm I(.I/,vp,*. 
A standard calculation using the chain rule (which may be applied up to 
the Nth derivative on each of the subregions Q$‘,, I= l,..., ,uN, by Remark 
1.1) shows that Y is invariant under smooth maps and that inequality (1.4) 
holds for U, u E Y. Thus f is a continuous map from [G,“(Q,; EN)lm into Y. 
Since f maps u-czo Ck,Fb\&)l m into n;=ock,(i2r\Ek), it also maps 
the closure of [&J=, C”,(Q,\Ek)lm into the closure of n,“=, Ck,(QT\Ek), 
and the proposition is proven. 1 
We remark that the G,N-spaces are also invariant under smooth coor- 
dinate changes. 
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY 
Throughout this section, the vectorlields appearing in system (0.2) are of 
the form 
xi = a, -I- &(x, t) a, 
with li real valued and A,>&> ... >1,>O>I,+, > ... >A,,, where r is 
fixed (0 <r 6 n). The initial data are given on an interval (0, 0. Assume 
that the X,-characteristic starting at the point (5, 0) hits the t-axis at time 
t = T(t). For 0 < T6 T(t) let Q, be the region constructed in the Introduc- 
tion (see Fig. 1). We require 
&(x, t) E C”(Qi,,,,), i= 1 )...) n. 
Given a partition 0 =x0 < x, < ... <x, = 4 of the interval (0, t), the sets 
Ek, k = 0, 1,2,..., are constructed as in the Introduction. The functions 
.fi: f&(5) x @” + C and ai: [0, T(r)] x @n-r -+ C are assumed to be C”. 
If B is a Banach space and u = (ui ,..., u,) E B” we shall write u E B instead 
if there is no danger of confusion. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Xi, fi, ai be as described above. Let N > 1 be an 
integer, 1 < p < co. Assume 
and 
b;E w,“CO, T(O), i = l,..., r. 
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Then there is T > 0 so that system (0.2) has a unique solution 
u = (u, )...) u,) E G,N(Q,; ENI. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, the solution u 
constructed there satisfies 
N-1 
UE W:*(Qi-\EN)n 0 Ck,(Q,\Ek). 
k=O 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X,, A., a, be as in Theorem 2.1, let N > 0 be an integer. 
Assume 
giE 6 CNCXm-I~ xml~ i= 1 ,..., n 
m=l 
and 
b, E CNCO, T(tl)l, i = l,..., r. 
Then there is T> 0 so that system (0.2) has a unique solution 
u= (u,,..., %)E fi Ck,(%-\&I. 
k=O 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving these results. We shall 
obtain the solution as a fixed point of the corresponding integral operator. 
We first look at a single component of system (0.2), write down the 
corresponding integral operator and prove the necessary estimates. This is 
done in the following lemmas. 
Let X= 8, + A(x, t) 3, be one of the vectorfields Xi with iE {r + l,..., n}. 
Thus I < 0 and ;1 E C”(Q,5,). Let x = ~(5, ?, t) be the integral curve of X 
passing through (2, i) at time 1. For uOe L”(0, 4:) and f~ L”(Q,,,) define 
the operator S by 
S(uo, f)(x, t) = uo(~(x, t, 0)) + j-)-W, t, s), s) 4 (x, t) e Q,,,. 
To “straighten out the characteristics” we shall employ the coordinate 
change p: Q,,, + pBrc5, defined by 
P(X, t) = (Y(X, t, 01, t); 
see Fig. 4. One checks immediately that pP’( y, t) = (y( y, 0, t), t) as well as 
p*X= 8, and p,a,= ((W~Y)(Y, 0, t1J-l a,. 
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FIGURE 4 
LEMMA 2.4. Let O<TdT(t) and N>O. Zfq,~@;=, CN[.x,,-,,x,] 
andfEn~=,C~(QT\Ek), then S(u,,f)Er)kN_OCk*(a,\E,). 
Proof It suffices to show that pS(u,, f) E Ck,(p(Q,\E,)) for 0 ,< k < N. 
Note that 
For k = 0 nothing is to prove since the integrand is piecewise continuous in 
the appropriate regions. Let k > 1, pick a point (yO, TV) and suppose first 
that (voT zo) 4 P& + 1. Let % be the simply connected region, bounded by 
curves in pE, + 1, so that (yO, to) E %‘. Since (yO, TV) & pE, + , , the line L,, = 
((Yo, T): 0 6 T 6 zo> intersects finitely many curves {r,}:= i of the Set pEI, 
one at a time. By our assumptions on system (0.2), the r, are P-curves 
which are transversal to LI;,. Thus they are graphs of P-functions, 
T = fi,( y) say, for y near y,. Labelling the r, so that j3, < /I, + 1 we can write 
for (Y, 7) near (yo7 toI 
pS(uo, f )(x 5) = h(Y) + I’ /?f(y, a) da + f j”(” dbY, 0) da, 
8k(?,) r=, !Ll(C 
where we have set &(y) = 0. 
We wish to calculate the derivatives d~{,~‘d:pS(u,, f) for 0 <j< k, 
0 < i<j. If i> 0, then 8:-‘d;pS(u,, f) = 8{,Pi8i- ‘pf, so these derivatives are 
continuous on % and have continuous extensions up to the boundary of @. 
In the case i = 0 we use the differentiation formula developed by Rauch and 
Reed [S, Lemma 2.11 and obtain for 0 < j ,< k, 
a;PS(uo, f )(Y> T) = +d’) + j’ +‘f(.% 0) da 
0 
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where II. 1 :Ib,B,cyj) denotes the jump from below r, to above at (y, p,(y)). 
Note that by the construction of Ek, formula (2.1) holds not only near 
(yO, q,) but on all of %‘, and taking one sided limits, it holds on the boun- 
dary of %!. Since the jump terms are continuous functions of y we see that 
8$pS(u,,, f) is continuous on @ with continuous extensions up to the 
boundary. We thus have proven 
To show that pS(u,,f)~Ck,(p(a,\E,)), take (yo, Q)E~&+,\PE~. We 
know already that pS(u,, f ) is Ck- ’ near (vO, rO). The crucial step is to 
show that t$pS(u,,f) is continuous near (y,,, rO). Because (yO, rO) lies on 
pEk + r, .&,, necessarily meets intersection points of pEk. Let P be one of 
them. pEk possesses only finitely many intersection points, thus there is 
6,>0 so that LYO+s does not meet an intersection point of pE, for every 6 
with 0< 16) < 6,. Since pS(u,, f)e Ck,(p(i2,\Ek+ ,)), it suffices to show 
that i3$pS(u,, f )(yo + 6, t) is a continuous function of 6 for 6 E (-do, 6,) 
and r near r,,. 
Now, there is at most one characteristic curve r passing through P 
which belongs to some pEI with 16 k - 1; otherwise (y,,, zO) would already 
belong to pEk (see Fig. 5). All the other characteristic curves lie in 
p(QT\Ekp,). Since pfECk-l(p(QT\EkeI)), we have that for a small 
neighborhood M of P, pf E Ct- ’ ( JV \ r). Thus, in formula (2.1) applied to 
13; pS(u,, f )( y, + 6, z) for 6 # 0, all jump terms near P vanish except 
possibly the one across r, and the jump term across r is a continuous 
function of 6 for 6 E (-6,, 6,). The same argument applies when L,, 
meets other intersection points of pE,. Since I~$u~( y, + 6) and 
j;, 8; pfbo + &o) d G are also continuous functions of 6, we conclude from 
(2.1) that l$pS(zq,,f) is continuous near (yO, Q). 1 
For the following lemmas, recall that the norm I(. I(N,p,* depends on a 
parameter E not appearing in our notation. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let N 2 1 be an integer, 1 < p < co, 0 < E < T< T(t). Then 
S definies a linear operator 
and there is a constant C > 0, not depending on T or E, such that 
IIS(uo, f III N,p.* 6 c(iluOIiN,,,, + T  lifllN,/d (2.3) 
Proof: Pick 
m=l k=O 
By Lemma 2.4, 
k=O 
By a density argument using (1.1) and (1.2) the proof will be complete 
when we verify inequality (2.3) for (u,, f) as above. To do this, we start 
out with the coordinate change p of Lemma 2.4. We estimate the norms of 
aj-ia;ps(u,,f), 0 j < d N, 0 < id j, on one of the simply connected sub- 
rlgions % of p(Q.\E,+,) h w  ere formula (2.1) holds (cf. the proof of 
Lemma 2.4). 
If i>O, we have for O<j<N-1: 
and 
If i=O and 06 j< N- 1, we get from formula (2.1): 
If i= 0 and j= N we estimate the three terms in formula (2.1) separately: 
First, 
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Second, extending a-rpf by zero outside pQ., we have 
Third, 
EN f “2’ [(a,+P:a,)‘P:a.~~‘-‘Pf I:‘!,p,c.,> 
II I=1 /=a Ii LJW) 
d E const sup da’ IIaaPfll L-(pR7). 
IxI<N- I 
Choosing E < T, collecting terms, and proceeding in like manner on the 
other subregions of p(O,\E,,!+ r), we obtain 
Since p and p-l are norm continuous maps, (2.3) is proven. [ 
The proof of Lemma 2.5 explains why the number E appears in the 
definition of the norm /I. /I N,p,*. . Differentiation of S(u,, f) produces terms 
which are no longer integrated; the E is used to get the extra T in front of 
those terms, so that (2.3) will be valid. 
Since the boundary data for the rightward mowing waves u,,..., U, 
depend on the restrictions to the boundary of the leftward moving waves 
U r+ l,"', U", we need to estimate the norms of the restrictions. Let 
X=8,+1(x, t) 8, with A<0 be a vector field as in Lemma 2.5, S the 
corresponding integral operator. Define the restriction operator R by 
R(uo, J)(t) = S(uo, f MO, [I. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let p, IV, E, T be as in Lemma 2.5. Then R defines a linear 
operator 
O w:(Xt~- 13 X,) X G,N(QT; EN) + G,N((O, T); EN) (2.4) 
m=l 
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and there is a constant C > 0, not depending on T or E, such that 
IIR(uo,f)li N,p,* 6 c(lluOll N,p,* +max{T T’-“p) llfllN,p,*). (2.5) 
Proof: Each of the sections of (0, T)\ E, is part of the boundary 
of a simply connected subregion of Q T\ Ek, 0 6 k 6 N. Thus Lemma 2.4 
implies that R maps Ok=, CN[x,+,, x,] x n,“=, Ck,(Q,\E,) into 
n,N=,, Ck,((O, T)\ Ek). By a density argument, it remains to prove (2.5) for 
h,,f)~O;J'%,-c -T,J~~L,C~,W,\-%). 
Apply the coordinate change p as in Lemma 2.5 and let y=r(z) be the 
image of the t-axis under p. We have to estimate the norms of the tangen- 
tial derivatives (p,a,)j, Odj<N, of pR(u,, f) along the curve y=r(r). 
Observing that p*8, is a linear combination of 8, and a,, we thus have to 
estimate the norms of ai,- ‘&pS(u,, f) restricted to I’= r(t), 0 < j< N, 
O<i<j. Pick a typical section (to, t,) of (0, T)\EN+,. Then p(to, t,) is a 
piece of the boundary of a simply connected region of p(Q,\ EN + i ), thus 
we may apply formula (2.1). The cases 0 < j 6 N - 1 or j = N and i > 0 are 
handled exactly as in Lemma 2.5, that is, 
In the case j = N, i = 0, formula (2.1) yields 
~,NPS(U~, f )M~h 7) 
= a,Nu,(r(T)) + 5,’ a.Fpf(r(z), c) da 
The LP(p(to, t,))-norm of the first and third term on the right hand side is 
estimated as in Lemma 2.5. To estimate the second term, let Jr-’ be the 
Jacobian of the change of variable T = r-‘(y). Then 
505,‘61 ‘l-2 
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T  5 u r(T) IlP d const 0 0 IQfh o)l” 4 do 
< const T’ - ‘lp II d,“pfll u(pQT). 
Collecting terms, letting E d T, and repeating the estimate on all sections of 
(0, T)\EN+I we obtain the desired estimate for IlpR(u,, f)\l N,p,*. Finally, 
we apply p-l. 1 
Now we turn to the estimate of the integral operator corresponding to 
one of the rightward moving waves. Let X = 8, + A(x, t) d, be one of the 
vectorfields Xi with in {l,..., r}. Thus 1 >O and AE C”(Qrco). Let again 
x = ~(2, ?, t) be the integral curve of X passing through (2, 7) at time 1. For 
O<T<T(r) let Q,+={(x,t)~52,:x>y(O,O,t)} and Q,={(x,t)~S2,: 
x < ~(0, 0, t)}; see Fig. 6. For USE L”(0, <), u, E L”(0, T), f~ L”(s2.) 
define the operator S by 
= u,(y(x, t, 0)) + \i f(y(x, t, ~1, $1 ds if k t) E Q,+ 
S(uo, UlY f )(x9 t) 
=u,(t,)+ ‘f(y(x, t,s)ds if (x, t)eQ,. 
s 10 
Here to is determined by the equation 0 = y(x, t, to), that is, the integral 
curve of X through (x, t) intersects the t-axis at (0, to). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p, N, E, T be as in Lemma 2.5. Then S defines a linear 
operator 
O, wi(Xm- 1, x,) X G,N((@ T); ENI X G,N(QT; EN) --* G,N(QT; EN) (2.6) 
m=l 
FIGURE 6 
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and there is a constant C > 0, not depending on T or E, such that 
Proof: As in Lemma 2.5, the proof may be reduced to study 
(UO,UI,~)E 6 CNCx,-~,~,Ix fi Ck,((O, T)\E,)x fi C”,(Q,\E,). 
m=l k=O k=O 
On Q,+ , we are exactly in the situation of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 (with A > 0) 
and may conclude that S(u,, u,, f) E n,“=, Ck,(Q,+ \Ek) and 
IIS(uo, u,,f) I Q;Il,,,,, 6coWl~ollN,p,* + T IlfIIN,p,*). 
On Qg we view the boundary datum ui as an initial datum prescribed 
along the t-axis and apply the proofs of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 with the roles 
of x and t interchanged (the role of T is now played by Z = ~(0, 0, T)). 
Thus S(u,, ul,f)~ Xc0 Ck,(Q, \Ek) and 
lIs(uO? h, f) 1 ‘g ih,p,* 6 const(/blII N,p,* +’ llfli N,p,d 
Finally, we observe that Z< const . T, since the slope of x = ~(0, 0, t) is 
bounded away from zero on a,,, by our assumptions on the vector-field 
x. I 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We may assume without loss of generality that 
the functions fi do not depend on x and t (for we always may adjoin the 
equations 
(a,+n,+,a,)u,+,=n,+, 
c~,+Jvl+*~.~)%+2=1 
%z+1(40)=~n+1, ~,+*(x,O)=O 
where the constants A,,+, , i,,, <O are so small that the strict hyper- 
bolicity of system (0.2) on fiTc5, is not disturbed). 
Let Sj, i= l,..., n, be the integral operator corresponding to the vector- 
field Xi, let Rj, j = r + l,..., n, be the restriction operator, as in Lemmas 2.4 
to 2.7. Define the map 9’ by 
(~U)i=Si(gi~ai(‘, u,+ll{~=o) 9-2 u~l{x=oj)+bi~fi(u))~ 
i= I,..., r, with uil iX=ol = R,j(gj, h(u)), j = r + l,..., n 
(yu)i= si(gi7 .fX”))9 i = r + l,..., n. 
If O< T< T(l), ugLm(QT), giEL”(O, t), bi~L”(O, T), it is easy to show 
(cf. [2]) that u is a solution (in the sense defined in the Introduction) of 
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system (0.2) if and only if U= Yu. Observe that WF(O, T(l))c 
G,N( (0, T( <); EN) by an argument as in our deduction of (1.1). Thus, given 
giE @K=r WpN(x,+r, x,) and big W,“(O, T(e)), Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 
imply that for 0 < T < T(t) 
and that 
u” E G,“(ln,; EN) 
Y maps K, into G,N(Q.; EN), 
where u” is defined by 
uP=si(Si, ai(‘Y Rr+l(&Yr+17 fr+ I(o)),*..9 Rn(gn, fn(“))) + bi3 fifi(O)) 
for i = l,..., Y, 
4 = si(gi, .fd”)) for i = Y + l,..., II, 
and K,= {uEG~N(Q~;E~): II~-u~ll~,~,* < 1). The proof of local existence 
and uniqueness of a solution u to (0.2) in G,N(Q,; EN) will be complete if 
we show that Y is a contraction on K, for a small T> 0. 
We now show that Y(KT) c K,. For i = r + I,..., n and u E K, we have 
11 (yu)i- upII N,p,* = IIsi(o, fic”) -fd”))ll N,p,* 
< const. T IILW -fiKW,,,, 
6const. Tdll4lN,p,*) II~IN,~,*. 
Here the first inequality follows from Lemma 2.5, the second from 
Proposition 1.2; cp is a continuous function as in Proposition 1.2. Since K, 
is a bounded set we have for u E K, that 
which in turn is less than or equal to one for small T. 
To handle the case iE { l,..., r}, set f(u) := (f,+r(u) ,..., fJu)) and 
W(gvf(u)) := (~r+lkr+l~ L, l(~)L Kk,, .fJu))). Then, by Lemma 
2.7, 
II(yuku~lIN,p,, 
= IIsi(o, O, fit”) -fi(O)) + si(o, ai(‘, 9(gT f(u)))Y O) 
- si(“, ai(‘, B(gv f(o)))~ O)ll N,p,* 
G ConSt ’ ( T IIh(U) -f,(O) II ~,p,* 
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Applying Proposition 1.2 we may bound the second term on the right-hand 
side by 
where 4 is a continuous function. This in turn is less or equal to 
const. max{ T, T’ -‘lp} IIf -.f(0)llN,p,, 
by Lemma 2.6 and the boundedness of K,. As in the case i= l,..., r we con- 
clude that 
for small T and u E K,. Thus Y(K,) c KT. The contraction property of Y 
is proven in a similar way. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. This is property (1.3) of the GPspaces. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The space cl;=0 Ck,(Q,\E,) is a Banach al- 
gebra under the norm )I. II N,ao,*. Put similar (1. II N,co,,-norms on 
@;= 1 CN[x, _ 1, x,] and on C”[O, T(t)] and imitate the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, using Lemma 2.4 as well as modified (and actually simpler) 
versions of Lemmas 2.5 to 2.7 which involve the I/. I/,,,,-norm. 1 
Remark 2.8. Using a real interpolation method and Tartar’s nonlinear 
interpolation results [7] it is possible to show that for real s3 1 and initial 
data in @;=, W;(x,,_ , , x,) and boundary data in W;(O, T(t)), the 
system (0.2) has a unique solution in 
N-l 
w;.*(QT\EN+l)n n C:(QT\Ek+l) 
k=O 
for small time T, where N is an integer so that N< s < N+ 1. 
3. GLOBAL REGULARITY 
In this section we assume that we are given an L”-solution u to (0.2) on 
52, for some TO, 0 < TO < T(g), and derive improved regularity of u not 
only on QT for small T > 0 (as in Section 2) but on all of 52,. The 
assumptions on system (0.2) are the same as in Section 2. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let Xi, fi, ai be as in Theorem 2.1, let N> 0 be an integer. 
Assume 
giE @ CNIX,-lyX,]y i = l,..., n 
m=l 
and 
biE C”CO, T(5)], i = l,..., r. 
Let 0 < To 6 T(5) and assume that u = (Us,..., u,) E L”(Q,) is a solution to 
(0.2) on Q,. Then 
k=O 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 rests on an a priori estimate of the restriction 
of IJ to the lines {t = T} for 0 < T 6 To. The parameter E appearing in the 
norm II . II N,m,* is of no importance in this section. We think of it as being 
kept at some value 0 < E f T(t) and may henceforth neglect it. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Xi, fj, ai, bi, g,, N be as in Theorem 3.1. Let 
0 < To 6 T(t) and assume that u = (u, ,..., u,) E L”(Q,) is a solution to (0.2) 
on Q,. Then there is an a priori bound M > 0 so that whenever 0 < T < To 
and uioZT~ n,“=o Ck,(QT\Ekh then 
ll4cd ,v.n,* 6 M. 
Proof. The proof uses formula (2.1), a Gronwall-type argument, and 
induction. The arguments are identical with those given by Rauch and 
Reed in the proof of [S, Theorem 11. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By our local existence result (Theorem 2.3) and 
since L”-solutions are unique there is 0 < T < To so that 
(3.1) 
An examination of the proof of Theorem 2.3 shows that, given Xi, fi, a,, bi 
the time of existence T, assured by Theorem 2.3, depends only on the 
II II N,oo,*-norm of the initial data gj and the number v of initial jump dis- 
continuities x1 ,..., x,. Let p. = 0 and p1 ,..., p9 be the points of intersection of 
the line {t = T} with EN. By (3.1), 
(3.2) 
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By Lemma 3.2, I(uJ~~=~)II~,~,*, being smaller than (I~(~,ll~,~,*, is a priori 
bounded by a constant M. Applying Theorem 2.3 with the values of 
U( (t= ri as new initial data, we may extend u as a solution up to time T + z, 
where t depends only on the a priori bound of IIuJ (I- T)IjN,io,* and the 
number G of points in {t = T> n E,, which in turn is bounded indepen- 
dently of T by the number of curves in ~2,~,n E,. Because of (3.2) 
Theorem 2.3 implies that 
(3.3) 
where the singular sets ,!?.k, k = 0, 1, 2 ,,.., are constructed from the points 
PI ,...> pJ in the same manner as the sets E, were constructed from x1,..., x,. 
We are trying to show that 
(3.4) 
k=O 
Once (3.4) is proven we may repeat the extension procedure finitely many 
times until we arrive at To. 
Unfortunately, the Sets I!?, are to0 large. In fact, &, already Contains ah 
the curves of EN for t > T plus all other characteristics starting at p, ,..., pv. 
To deduce (3.4) it suffices to show that 
ula,+,,n,EC~(a,+,\n,\E,). (3.5) 
For if (3.5) is known to hold, an induction argument allows us to assume 
that 
N- 1 
Z&E f) ck,(%o\Ek), 
k=O 
and (3.4) follows. To accomplish the proof of (3.5) we follow an argument 
of Rauch and Reed [ 51: 
Take a small 6 > 0 and apply Theorem 2.3 with initial data UI (,= TPiii. 
New singular sets ,?z, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., are created by the points of intersection 
of the line {t= T-6) with E,. By our a priori estimate, the new local 
solution exists up to time T + t - 6, and 
(3.6) 
Now @.,\E, intersects g’,\E, at finitely many points (see Fig. 7). Asser- 
tion (3.6) implies that u is CN off g “,, hence u is CN on ,!?:,\E, minus these 
points. By varying 6, we can eliminate these points also and conclude that 
u is CN on g:,\E,. Together with (3.3) this proves (3.5). 1 
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Curve in EN 
FIGURE I 
Remark 3.3. Concerning the counterpart of Theorem 3.1 in the 
IV:-category, only a partial result has been obtained: With the notation of 
Theorem 3.1, assume that 
Let u~L”(0,) be a solution to (0.2) on Q,. Under the additional 
hypothesis that En Q Ta consists of finitely many discrete curves (E denotes 
the closure of UPC0 Ek) the author could show that 
The extra condition on En Sz, is satisfied if r, is small enough. In the case 
of (2x2) systems, E=E, and so EnQ,, consists of finitely many curves 
for any T,; thus the local regularity of the solution given by Corollary 2.2 
holds globally for (2 x 2) systems. The general case remains open. 
4. REFLECTION OF SINGULARITIES 
In this section we study the behavior of the solution to (0.2) near the 
boundary of QT. Since we are only interested in reflection phenomena and 
not in the influence of singular boundary data we assume that bi= 0, 
i = l,..., r. Other than that, the assumptions on system (0.2) are the same as 
in Section 2. We begin by noting that across Xi-characteristics, uj for j # i is 
always more regular than ui. Recall that a function u is said to be C” 
across a curve r, if all partial derivatives of order <m are continuous 
across r’, where the case m = - 1 signifies that u is continuous on either 
side of f and has continuous extensions from either side. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let u = (a1 ,..., u,) be a solution to (0.2) in a region Vc R2. 
Let Ti be a characteristic curve in V corresponding to the vectorfield Xi. Sup- 
pose that for some N3 - 1, u E CT+ ‘( V\ri) and ui is CN across r,. Then ui 
is CN + ’ across ri for all j # i. 
ProoJ This is just a slightly modilied version of [S, Lemma 4.11. 1 
Now pick a point (0, to) on the f-axis and let U be a (one-sided) 
neighborhood of (0, to) in QT. Inside U, let r, ,..., r, be the n characteristic 
curves of system (0.2) emanating from (0, t,); see Fig. 8. For (x, t) E r, we 
denote by [ .I(&> the jump from below Ti to above at (x, t). Along the 
t-axis, [ .]Co,tO> denotes the jump from below to above at t,. We set 
wi = u,(O, . ), i = l,..., n. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let u be a solution to the boundary value problem (0.2a), 
(0.2~) in U. Assume that u E C;li’ ‘(U\ lJ;=, r,), where N3 - 1. Then for 
any ifz (l,..., n} 
andfor any (x, t)Er,n U, 
If furthermore N > 0 and u E C”(U), then 
and for any (x, t) E ri n U, 
N+l Cd, U;](<.~,,)=O~[~;Y+‘w;](O,,o>=O. 
FIGURE 8 
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ProoJ The proof is similar to the proof of [S, Proposition 4.21. First 
the Xi-characteristics are transformed into horizontal lines, then a 
Gronwall-type argument yields the assertion. 1 
We are now ready to state our general reflection result. There are two 
types of characteristic curves meeting at (0, t,): the incoming characteristics 
r r+l ,..., f,, and the outgoing characteristics rl ,..., r, (see Fig. 8). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let u E CE+ ‘( U\Uy=, r,) be a solution to the boundary 
value problem (0.2a), (0.2~) in U, where N >/ - 1 and U, ri are as described 
above and the assumptions on X,, f,, ai are as in Theorem 2.1, and bi E 0. Let 
Jc {r + l,..., n ) and assume that 
u is CN across r,, 1,..., I-, 
and 
a;“+ ‘uj is continuous across rj for jE {r + l,..., n}\J 
but 
a ,” + lui jumps across rj for jE J. 
Let i,, E {l,..., r}. Then 
(a) u/fx=Ol is CN near (0, to); 
(b) u,I~~=~) is CN+’ near (0, to) zfjg {r+ l,..., n}\J; 
(4 [a;“+’ ujl <o,ro) f 0 for j E J; 
(d) u is CN across I-,,; 
64 ui is CN+’ across TiO if i # i,; 
(0 in the case N > 0 XC+ ‘uiO is continuous across Tro; A 3 
(g) CV” u,l~~,>#Ofor (4 f)Er,, 
0 [a;“+’ a& u,+~~{.~=o) ,...) ~,I~.y=o~)lco,,~~O. 
Proof. The proof uses induction over N. Start with N = - 1. There is 
nothing to prove for (a), (d), (f). Applying Lemma 4.2 we see that ui/ iq=o) 
jumps at (0, to) for Jo J and does not jump for jE {r + l,..., n} \ J. Thus 
(b) and (c) hold. Consider now the outgoing ray TiO. By Lemma 4.1, 
ui is continuous across TiO if i # i,, whence (e). By Lemma 4.2, ui, jumps 
across I-, if and only if uiOlix=O) jumps at (0, to). But Uiol~~=o) = 
ai&., U,+ I I jx=o),--2 u, I {.y=o)), and (g) follows. 
Let Na 0 and assume that the theorem holds true with N replaced by 
N - 1. By assumption, u is CN across Tr+ 1 ,..., f,. For N = 0, Lemma 4.2 
yields immediately that the jump of u,+ ,I (r=01,..., U, / ( x=oI is zero. For 
Nk 1, u is certainly CN- ’ across Tr+, ,..., r,. By induction hypothesis and 
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part (c), u is CN- ’ across rl ,..., I-,. Thus u E CNP ‘(17) and we may apply 
Lemma 4.2 to conclude that the jump in the Nth derivative of 
Ur+l {x=O}r-9 U, ( iX=o) is zero. By the boundary condition (0.2~) the Nth 
derivative of u1 1 iX=o) ,..., U, 1 iX=0) is also continuous, hence (a) holds. By 
Lemma 4.2 and the validity of (a), a;YuiO does not jump across ri, for any 
i,~ { l,..., r}. Also, XEn,=Xc-‘fi,( u and is thus continuous since u is ) 
known to be CN-’ on U. But 8, and X, are linearly independent, so ui, is 
CN across r,. By Lemma 4.1, (d) and (e) follow. We now have established 
that u E C”(U). By Lemma 4.2 again, 8: + ‘uk ) ( ~ = o) jumps at to if and only 
if a?+‘~~ jumps across r,, kg {I,..., n}, whence (b), (c) and (g). Finally, (f) 
follows from (d) and the differential equation. u 
Let us point out that, though Theorem 4.3 only says something about 
the jumps of the at-derivatives, we can get information on jumps of other 
directional derivatives as well. In fact, if u is CN across I-, and Y is a 
smooth nonvanishing vectorheld, Y # X,, then 
[a ~+‘u~i]:‘~,,~#O~[YN+‘Ui]~~,,,#O, for (x, t) E r,. 
This is easily verified by expressing 8, as a linear combination of X, and Y. 
In particular, if we want to check the hypotheses on the incoming waves in 
Theorem 4.3, namely that a:+ ’ uj jumps across r, for j E J, we just have to 
check whether a.!+ ‘uj jumps. This in turn is determined by the initial data 
via Lemma 4.2, applied at the x-axis with the roles of x and t interchanged. 
Note that the verification of the right-hand side of condition (g) is non- 
trivial since one normally does not know a solution. But in the most 
interesting case where u is sufficiently smooth across all but one of the 
incoming rays we can do better: 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that in Theorem 4.3, J= {j,}. That is, u is CN+ ’ 
across rj for je {r+ l,..., n}\ { j,} and uIO is CN hut not CN+’ across r,,. 
Then for any i. E {l,..., r} we have 
(a) for N= - 1: 
-.I 
I 
au,oaro(~O~ u,+ f(O, tOL mu,: + (1 - t) 24,; )...) 44 20)) dr z 0 
0 
where u,; = lim u,,(O, t); 
, - r$ 
(b) for N>O: 
[a ;Y+lui~l~~~~)Zo~ lx, f)Erio 
- a,aio(to, u,+ do, to),..., u,(O, toI) z 0. 
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Proof: The case N = - 1. From Lemma 4.2, uI 1 1X = 0 1 is continuous near 
(0, to) for Jo {r + l,..., n} \ {j,,}. Thus 
= C%ll{.x=o}l<O,ro) I ’ ~u,o~,(~o, %+1(0, &I) ,..‘, zu,: 0 
+ (1 - z) u,; ,..., u,(O, to)) dz. 
Since CUj~l{x=O)l<O,ro) # 0, the assertion follows from Theorem 4.3. 
The case N> 0. From Lemma 4.2, u,~) +=0) is CN+ ’ near (0, to) for 
Jo {Y+ l,..., n}\ { i,} an d u,~ is CN near (0, to). Thus, near (0, to), 
v+‘q> ~r+ll(.r=O~r-~~ U,,l(,=O}) 
+ continuous terms. 
Hence 
Again, [a,“+’ u, 1 (,r=ol] <o,ru) # 0, so the assertion follows from Theorem 
4.3. 1 
The advantage of Theorem 4.4 is that it allows us to construct examples 
where any single incoming singularity is reflected along all outgoing rays. 
For instance, if ui, is a linear function of the form 
a&, ur, IT..., U,)= i aj(l)“, 
,=‘+I 
then conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 4.4 just say that cr,,(t,) should be 
nonzero. 
Let us now consider the situation where the highest order singularity is 
absorbed at the boundary. Suppose u is CN+ ’ across f, for 
Jo {r+ I,..., n}\ {jo) and ujO is CN but not CN+’ across rj,,. If 
dqoai~(f09 ur+ *to9 tO)V...3 
u,(O, to)) = 0, Theorem 4.4 tells us that a?+ ‘ujO is 
continuous across f iO. Thus u is CN + ’ across TiO. To answer the question 
whether 13y + QiO jumps across TiO we cannot use Lemma 4.2 since $‘+ ‘uj,, 
was supposed to jump across r,, so u is not CN+ I in the neighborhood U 
of (0, to). In fact, the condition for a jump in 8;Yf2ui,, is much more com- 
plicated. We shall now settle this question in the (2 x2)-case. 
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Since we are only interested in the behavior near the boundary we sup- 
press the initial data and look at the boundary value problem 
with Xi= 3, +&(x, t) a,, 1, > 0, A2 < 0, f;, a, li smooth. Let (0, to) be a 
point on the t-axis, let U be a one-sided neighborhood of (0, to) as before; 
f, is the incoming, r1 the outgoing characteristic curve through (0, to) in 
U. We define a smooth coordinate change 6: (x, t) I+ (v, r) transforming 
the X,-characteristics into horizontal straight lines: Let t = &a, ?x) be the 
equation of the X,-characteristic passing through (2, I) at x=,?. We set 
(v, T) = (x, 6(x, t, 0)); this is analogous to the coordinate change defined 
before Lemma 2.4 with the roles of x and t interchanged. One checks 
immediately that a,X, = A,(y, 6(0, t, y)) 8,. and ~*a, = 8,6(0, r, y))’ d,, 
where a2 denotes the derivative with respect to the second argument. 
Further, 6(0, t, 0) = t, hence G keeps the t-axis fixed, and 8,6(0, t, 0) E 1. In 
the new coordinates, (I shall be given by an equation y = B(r). Jumps 
count from below to above. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let u = (u,, UJ E Ct+ ‘( U\I’, \ r,) be a solution to 
(4.1), where N 2 - 1 and U, r,, Xi, fi, a, o‘, j3 are as described above. Let 
(x, t) E r, . Then 
(4 [~~l:l~,~~#O~Ca(~,~,I~,=,~)l~,,,,,fO. 
(b) If N > 0 and u is CN across rl, then 
ra ;Y+‘~~l:f?,,)#O~Ca;“+la(., ~zI+oI)l~o.lo~ 
Remark 4.6. In contrast to Theorem 4.3, we do not make any 
assumptions on the continuity of u2 or its derivatives across the incoming 
characteristic T2. In fact, u2 may even jump across r,. Thus the 
“degenerate case” where u2 is singular across r, but where the singularity is 
weakened at the boundary is included. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. (a) is already contained in Theorem 4.3. If u is 
CN across ri, then 
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Also, 0~8~ = 8, on the z-axis, thus (b) will be proven when we show that 
c )I 1 #O k=O iv=O) <OJO> 
where we have set U, 1 ix=oj - w, . Similar to Lemma 4.2 we have that for 
any y>O, 
It remains to show that 
= i3jV+*wli~o,ro~ 
+ fj [(a,+pa,)k fay% 
k=O 
(4.2) 
Ul% 4 )I ( I. = O} 1 <o,ro> 
Now a,= U/4b,L hence %(YJ) = ~~(4 + ~oy~((l/~~l)f,(~ol,~)))~~. 
SO if z> to, then a~+1au,(y,z)=a,N+1w,(s)+S,Ya,N+1a((l/~,)f,(U(~,Z)))d~. 
When r < to, we have to integrate across or, (this is the reason why the 
complicated sum appears in Proposition 4.5); see Fig. 9. We get from for- 
mula (2.1): 
a;+ *ou,(y, t) = a;+’ 
. 
FIGURE 9 
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In order to find [~fi+‘au,]~J,,,,>, we wish to take limits as r -+ t, from 
above and from below. First, we will show that 
(4.3) 
Note that on the left-hand side of (4.3), the jumps are understood as jumps 
from region V, to V2 (see Fig. 9), whereas on the right-hand side of (4.3), 
the jumps are from P, to V3. To show that this does not make a difference, 
we need to know that (a,+p’a,)kp’a,“-ka((l/~,)f,(u)) is continuous 
across aT,, 0 <k < N. But that is the case since CJU~ is CN across aT, by 
assumption, and so cu2 is even CN + ’ across oI’, by Lemma 4.1. Thus (4.3) 
holds, and we have: 
Letting y -+ 0 proves the assertion (4.2). 1 
Let us write out the jump condition on the first derivative of U, , which is 
less complicated than the general Nth order condition of Proposition 4.5: 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let N= 0 in Proposition 4.5 and suppose that u, is con- 
tinuous across r, . Let (x, t) E r, Then 
To show how Proposition 4.5 can be applied, we work out an example. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. Let U be a one-sided neighborhood of a point (0, to) on 
the t-axis as before. Let r, and r2 be the straight lines given by t = to +.x 
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and t = t, -x, respectively. Let u = (u, , u2) E C’z (U\ f, \ I-,) be a solution 
to the boundary value problem 
(8, + a,) UI = 4% t) UlU2 
(8, - 8,) u2 =f(u, 5 u2) (4.4) 
u,(O, t) = r(r) u,(O, f) + v(t). 
We assume that f, c, c(, and ~0 are smooth. Suppose we know that u2 is 
continuous, but 8,uz suffers a jump discontinuity across the incoming 
characteristic f2. Theorem 4.4 tells us that u, will be continuous across I-, , 
but 8,ul will jump if and only if a(to) #O. We want to discuss the 
degenerate case here, so let us assume that a(&,) =O. Then a,u, is con- 
tinuous across r, and we ask whether 8:~~ will be discontinuous. By 
Proposition 4.5, a:u, jumps across fl if and only if 
v%u,l (.r=O} + (P&O,,“) (4.5) 
+ i [a*-’ I(~,+~'~,.)k~'~j~k~(~~l~2)l~,~o]l<0,,o)#0. 
k-0 
Using that cc(t,) = 0 and that u2 is continuous, we get 
In case of system (4.4), (T(x, t) = (x, I -x) and ~*(a, + a,) = a,.. One checks 
immediately that (~.+a, = 8, and /Y = - 4. Thus cr.+ -‘(a, + /Ya,.) = ia, - ia, 
and g* - ‘a7 = 8,. The second term in (4.5) becomes 
Here we have used the differential equation and the continuity of u, , u2, 
and a,u, along the r-axis. Since cr(t,) = 0, condition (4.5) is reduced to 
and @u, will jump across r, if and only if 
2u’(to) - t40, to) dlo) # 0. I 
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5. DENSE SINGULARITIES 
In this section, we construct examples of (3 x 3) systems whose solutions 
have singular support with nonvoid interior. These “dense” singularities 
will originate from a single jump discontinuity in the initial data and a 
jump discontinuity emanating from the origin. We begin by describing the 
geometrical setting. Consider the following problem: 
(8, + 8,) u1 = cpb, t) exp(-44) 
(8, - 34) u2 = ew( - uI u3) for x>O, 1>0 (5.1) 
(a,-48.)U3=exp(--u,u,) 
ui(x, O) =gj(x), i= 1,2, 3, X>O 
u,(O, t)=~UZ(O, t)+&(O, t), t > 0. 
Assume that the initial data jump at some point X, >O. The sets 
&I, E,, &,... making up the expected singular support were defined in the 
Introduction. Figure 10 depicts E, . Elementary calculations show the 
following simple geometric facts: (a) Changing X, results in a similarity 
transformation of E,, E,, E, ,..., thus the geometric structure is preserved. 
(b) T, =2T,. (c) E lies strictly above T,, so that A lies in the interior of 
[w+xIw+. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let x1 > 0. With A, C, D, E and T, as depicted in Fig. 10, 
assume that the system (5.1) satisfies the following hypotheses: 
g;~C5C0,x,10C5Cx,> 001, g,>2, Cgil~r,,o~ f 0, i= 1,2, 3; 
G(af, Bat; 
Sl(O) z %72(O) + Pg3(0); 
(PE P(R+ x R’), Odqld 1, cp(x, t)=Ofor tax+ T, 
and cp(x, t)#O for t<.x+ T,. 
Then (5.1) has a unique global solution u E nF= 0 C:( Iw + x Iw + \ Ek), whose 
singular support contains the solid quadrangle with corners ACDE. 
Remark 5.2. The proof will show that the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 
still holds when the vectorfields in the system (5.1) are replaced by any 
other constant vectorfields, provided the geometric conditions (b) and (c), 
stated before Theorem 5.1, are satisfied. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We begin by showing that the solution is global. 
The initial data and the right-hand sides of (5.1) are positive, so the 
505.'61.1-3 
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FIGURE 10 
solution has to be positive. This implies that the right-hand sides of (5.1) 
are < 1, and thus the LX-norm of the solution is a priori bounded. System 
(5.1) therefore has a global solution u E L” (R + x R + ). Theorem 3.1 then 
implies that UE~~~~C~(R+X[W+\E~). Since g,>2 and M,P>/$ we also 
have that u > 2 everywhere. 
Our next task is to study the geometric structure of the singular support 
in more detail. Let us draw some of the relevant characteristics (Fig. 11): 
We observe that A is a limit point of intersection points. By elementary 
geometry, T,, = + T, implies that Ti + , - T, = t( T, - T, ,), i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and 
thus dist(h, + , , hi) = t dist(h,, h,+ ,). Let us focus our attention on the 
triangle ABC which contains lots of intersection points not considered so 
+x 
0 XI 
FIGURE 11 
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far. The geometry depicted in Fig. 12 suggests: All singularities entering 
triangle ABC do so on h,, hi, h, ,..., h, . At intersection points inside ABC, 
new singularities are produced which enter region ACDE along AC. No 
singularities enter region ACDE across AE. The characteristics depicted in 
Fig. 12 together with those constructed from the intersection points on 
h,, h,,... constitute all curves of uFcO Ek which lie inside triangle EBD. 
Since dist(hi+ ,, h,) = tdist(h;, hi_ ,) we get a dense evenly spaced set of 
triple intersection points along AC, and region ACDE is filled up densely 
by the leftward moving and the rightward moving characteristics (“left” 
and “right” relative to Fig. 12) produced within ABC. 
It remains to show that the solution is actually singular on all these cur- 
ves. The strategy is as follows: First we show that all singularities of the 
initial data travel out. Then we show that below the line h, , all anomalous 
singularities are produced at intersection points and all singularities are 
reflected at the boundary. Third, we show that the singularities produced 
within ABC are not cancelled at the triple intersection points on AC and 
move into region ACDE. This will be a delicate argument involving the 
orders of the incoming singularities. Finally, we show that all entering 
singularities remain present inside ACDE and are not cancelled at the 
numerous triple intersection points inside ACDE. We will say that the 
order of a characteristic curve f (or of a singularity on that curve) is m and 
write U(T) = m if the solution is C”’ but not Cl”+ ’ across I-. 
Szep 1. The order of the characteristics emanating from xl and from 
(0,O) is equal to - 1. By assumption, the initial data g,, g,, g, suffer a 
-4 
- h, 
--ho 
FIGURE 12 
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jump discontinuity at x,. Applying Lemma 4.2 at the x-axis with the roles 
of x and t interchanged we see that this jump discontinuity spreads along 
the characteristics emanating from x,. Moreover, g,(O) # clg,(O) + flgg,(0), 
and so there is a jump discontinuity originating at (0,O) by Proposition 
A.6 
Step 2. Below h, , all anomalous singularities are produced and all 
singularities are reflected at the boundary. Pick any intersection point 
below h,. Then the solution is singular along two incoming rays of order 
n, and order n,, say, and C” along the third incoming ray, because we 
know that u E Cz(Iw+ \ R+ \E). By Proposition A.3, the singularities of 
order n, and n, emerge intact past the intersection. By Proposition A.4, a 
new singularity of order precisely n, + n, + 2 will emerge along the third 
ray, provided the conditions listed there are satisfied. But 
i3u2~u3q(x, t) epuzu3 = cp(x, t)(u,u, - 1) e-‘lU3 
and ui 9 2, i = 1, 2, 3, so all these second derivatives are strictly greater than 
zero in the region where cp(x, t) # 0, that is, below h,. It follows that the 
conditions are satisfied for all components of the system (5.1) and 
Proposition A.4 applies. 
Now consider a point T, where an incoming singularity of order N, say, 
hits the boundary (see Fig. 11). For i # cc, the solution is known to be C” 
off the three characteristics through T, and also C” across the second 
incoming characteristic. But 
thus Theorem 4.4 implies that the solution is singular of order N across the 
reflected ray. The point T, is a member of E,; the singularity incoming 
along the line PT, is of order 0 (for it comes from the interaction of two 
singularities of order - 1 at P). Since u is known to be C’ off E,, Theorem 
4.4 still applies. Thus the order of the reflected ray h, is zero. 
We need to calculate the order of h, for later use. First, o(h,) = - 1, for 
h, is the reflection of a ray coming from x,. When h, intersects the line 
through P and T, (which has order 0) at Q, a new singularity of order 
- 1 + 0 + 2 = 1 is produced which reflects into the line h,. Similarly, every 
hi comes from the interaction of hip I with the line PT,. By induction, 
o(hi)=2i- 1 for i>O. 
Let us have a closer look inside triangle ABC (Fig. 12). Call r the line 
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through B and D; O(T) = - 1. When h hits Y, a singularity of order 
- 1 - 1 + 2 = 0 along 1 is produced. Next h, hits 1 and produces r0 with 
u(ro)=u(h,)+u(l)+2= -1 +0+2= 1; h, hits r and produces 1, with 
I = u(ho) + o(r) + 2 = - 1 - 1 + 2 = 0. Next h, hits I and Z, and produces 
Y; and rf of order 3; h, hits r0 and r and produces 1; and 1: of order 4 and 2, 
and so on. Inside ABC, all leftward moving singularities come from the 
intersection of some h, with a rightward moving singularity. All rightward 
moving singularities come from the intersection of some hi with a leftward 
moving singularity (“left” and “right” relative to Fig. 12). Since hi has odd 
order always, an induction argument shows: The order of any leftward 
moving singularity produced inside ABC is even. The order of any 
rightward moving singularity produced inside ABC is odd. 
Step 3. The singularities produced inside ABC move into region 
ACDE. Suppose some leftward moving singularity bearing characteristic L 
meets the line h, at a point q. Then q is necessarily a triple intersection 
point, and there is a rightward moving singularity bearing characteristic R 
through q. Call L-, R- and L+, R+ the incoming and outgoing parts, 
respectively. Since UE nFzO Ck,(R’ x R+ \Ek), there is a neighborhood U 
of q so that UE CT(U\L\R\h,), where m is large enough to allow the 
application of Propositions A.3 and A.4. If u(L-) < u(R-), then we apply 
Proposition A.3 with n, =u(h,) and n,=u(L-) and conclude that 
u(L+) = o(L-). If u(L-) 3 u(R-) we apply Propositions A.3 and A.4 with 
n, =u(h,), n2 =o(R-). There are three cases to distinguish. If 
o(LP)<u(RP)+o(h,)+ 1 
then by Proposition A.3, o(L+)=o(L-). If 
u(L-)>u(R-)+-u(h,)+3 
then by Proposition A.4 a stronger singularity is produced at q, and 
u(L+)=u(R-)+u(hw)+2 (Note that L corresponds to the third com- 
ponent u3 of u and a,, 8,,epU’U2 #O at q). In both cases, the solution is 
singular across L+ near q. It remains to show that always 
o(L-)#n(R-)+o(h,)+2. 
But this is the case, for u(L-) is even, u(R.-) is odd and u(h,)=O by 
Step 2. 
A similar consideration applies to the rightward moving characteristics. 
Step 4. All singularities entering ACDE through AC remain present 
inside ACDE. First, u1 is C” inside the region T, CDE. The reason for this 
is that above h,, (a, + a,) U, = 0, and so u,(x, t) = u,(O, t-x) for (x, t) 
above h,. But U, I+=Oj is C” between T, and E, and the assertion 
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follows. Second, pick a leftward moving characteristic L inside ACDE. We 
have shown in Step 3 that near h,, L has finite order n(L) = m, say. Since 
the solution is not Cm+’ across L near h,, L belongs to E,, , . There is a 
neighborhood V of L, finitely many points q, ,..., qi on L, and horizontal 
and rightward moving characteristics Hi and Ri through qi, i= l,..., j, so 
that 
E m+l nVc 
see Fig. 13. But UECT+‘([W+ x K!‘\E,+,); all the more, 
uEC;+’ 
! ( v’\ L v ip, Hiu 9, ‘i)). 
Now u1 is C”, therefore, by Lemma 4.1, u2 and u3 are C” + ’ across all 
horizontals Hi. Thus 
Near every intersection point qi, u is thus Cm+’ off the two characteristics 
L and Ri, and Remark A.5 (with N = m + 1) yields that a singularity of 
order rn on L remains intact. Between the intersection points, U(L) remains 
equal to m because of Proposition A. 1. Thus ZJ is not Cm+ ’ across L. The 
argument for a rightward moving characteristic is the same. 
To finish the proof, pick a point p inside ACDE and let W be any 
neighborhood of p. Then there is some rightward or leftward moving 
characteristic belonging to IJpZO E, which meets W. By Step 4, all these 
characteristics have finite order, thus u is not C” on W. This shows that 
region ACDE is contained in the singular support of U. 1 
FIGURE 13 
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APPENDIX 
For the convenience of the reader, we list here the rules for the creation 
and interaction of singularities off the boundary. Most of the results are 
taken from Rauch and Reed [S]. 
First, Lemma 4.2 applied at the x-axis with the roles of x and t 
interchanged says that the strongest singularities of the initial data always 
travel out along the corresponding forward characteristics. Second, 
singularities can only be created or annihilated at intersection points of the 
curves making up the singular support. More precisely, we have: 
PROPOSITION A.l. Let I be an arc of a characteristic curve of system 
(0.2a) lying entirely in some region U c IX*. Suppose u E Cz( U\I) is a 
solution to (0.2a) (N > 0). Pick a point PE I, let W be a smooth curve 
through p transversal to I. If u is CN along % near pO, then u is CN on I. 
Proof: The statement resembles Lemma 4.2. The proof goes by induc- 
tion, a Gronwall-type argument, and Lemma 4.1. 1 
The fact that there are indeed solutions which are CN off characteristic 
curves is shown by Theorem 2.3. The behavior of the solution at intersec- 
tion points is governed by the following three propositions. 
PROPOSITION A.2. Let Ii, i= I,..., n, be the n characteristic curves of 
system (0.2a) through a point q, I,* the incoming and outgoing part, respec- 
tively. Suppose u E L” is a solution to (0.2a) in a neighborhood 9 of q. Let nj 
be the largest integer (or infinity) so that u is C”! across I,:. Label the ni so 
that - 1 dn, <n,dn,for i# 1,2. Suppose UEC~+“*~*(B\\~=, Ii). Then, 
for each i, u is at least C? across r,+ where 
mi= min{ni, n, + n2 + 2). 
Proof: This is Theorem 2 of [S]. 
PROPOSITION A.3. Under the hypotheses of Proposition A.2, suppose that 
for some i, n, < n, + n, + 1. Then m, = ni, that is, u is not c”l+ ’ across I,?. 
Proof: This is Proposition 4.3 of [S]. 
PROPOSITION A.4. In addition to the hypotheses of Proposition A.2, 
assumethatu~C~t”2+3(~\\~=,~i)andni~n,+n,+3fori#1,2. Then, 
zfi# 1, 2: 
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(a) In the case n, = n2 = - 1, u is not C’ across r+ if and only if 
+ (1 - 7) UT 3 u,(q),..., u,(q)) da dz # 0, 
where u,*, j= 1, 2, denotes the limit of u,~ from above (respectively below) 
rj at q. 
(b) In the case n, = -1, n,>O, u is not Cn2+’ across r+ if and only 
if 
I ’ au, ~u,.L(q? TU: + (1 -z) u;, u,(q) ,..., u,(q)) dz #O. 0 
(c) In the case n, b 0, u is not C”’ +“* + 3 across r,? if and only if 
&J%*fi(4~ u(q)) f 0. 
Proof. Part (c) is Theorem 3 of [5]. Parts (a), (b) are proven by 
adopting the arguments of [5] and using the formula 
to evaluate the jump terms. m 
Proposition A.3 says that singularities of order IZ~ < n, + n2 + 1 go 
through the intersection point q undisturbed. If ni > n, + n2 + 3, then 
Proposition A.4 yields a sufficient condition so that the solution will not be 
C”’ +n2+ 3 across r,+ . The only case not covered is ni = n, + n, + 2. In this 
case, the incoming singularity along T,: may or may not be cancelled at q; 
see the example in [S]. The highest order singularities on ri and r2 are 
preserved upon intersection under weaker hypotheses on u than given in 
Proposition A.3: 
Remark A.5. In the situation of Proposition A.2, let UE L” be a 
solution to (0.2a) in W. Let N> 0 and suppose that u E Cz(9\(T, u r,)). If 
u is not CN across r;, then u is not CN across r,+, i = 1,2. This is most 
easily seen by applying a change of coordinates transforming r1 into the 
t-axis and r, into the x-axis and then using a Gronwall-type argument. 
Finally, we need a condition which guarantees the presence of jumps 
across the characteristics emanating from (0,O). Let I/ be a neighborhood 
of (0,O) in R + x R + and denote by K, ,..., K, the r characteristic curves of 
system (0.2a) emanating from (0,O) which lie in the first quadrant. 
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PROPOSITION A.6. Let 24 = (~4~ ,..., u,) E C”,( Vi, U;= 1 fci) he a solution to 
problem (0.2a), (0.2b), (0.2~) on the neighborhood V of (0.0). Let 
je {l,..., r}. Then u,~ is continuous across K, n V if and only if 
g,(O) = a,@, gr + l (OL..., g,(O)). 
Proof: The necessity of the condition is seen by writing down the 
integral equations for uj and taking limits as (x, t) goes to (0,O) for (x, t) 
above 'cj and (x, t) below 'cj. The sufficiency is obtained by a contraction 
mapping argument. 1 
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